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Abstract 

A twodimensional semi-empirical model exists for simula
tion of aerodynamic coefficients at arbitrary angles of attack 
and Mach numbers. The developed structure was modular to in
clude threedimensional effects. First of all the steady influ
ence of the radial flow component is considered in a manner 
consistent with the fundamental twodimensional formulation. 
Next tip losses are accounted for by a continuous reduction 
function due to the aspect ratio. Finally parameters are in
troduced as low order functions of the radial blade coordina
te. Consequently fixed blade elements are no longer necessary. 
Analytical radial integration of aerodynamic coefficients is 
presented. 
The unsteady sweep is derived on this steady physical basis. 
Recent experiments on swept oscillating airfoils are used to 
simulate the dominating viscous effects. Dynamic sweep plays 
an important role interacting with the twodimensional unsteady 
phenomenas. It is shown how the developed formulation can be 
a general aerodynamic module for the next generation real time 
simulation analyses. 

Notation 

A 
b 
c 

F. 
k~ 

M. 
M~ 

total blade area 
wing half span 
blade chord 
aerodynamic or 
other coefficients 
total blade forces 
reduced frequency 
total blade moments 
Mach number 

qa 
Re 

dynamic sonic pressure 
Reynolds number 

x,y,z rotor blade fixed 
coordinates 

Definitions: 
d/dt 

d 2/dt2 

f( function of 
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~ .angle of attack 
~ amplitude of oscillation 
IL advance ratio 
w rotor rotational frequency 
1jl azimuth angle 
A aspect ratio r;, circulation 
't' sweep angle 

Subscripts: 

c chord 
i numbering index 
1 lift 
n normal force 
ss static stall 
x,y,z coordinate direction 



1. Introduction 

For the flight mechanic simulation and predesign of heli
copters a modular and consistent aerodynamic analysis is re
quired. On the one hand strong limitations exist in computati
on time and on the other hand a lot of complex effects should 
be included for acceptable simulation fidelity. Modern rotors 
are heavily loaded and almost everything on the rotor is un
steady. The list of publications is long concerning special 
phenomenas but simplifications made in one case are sometimes 
main parameters in another one. 
Therefore Johnson(1) developed a comprehensive rotorcraft ana
lysis for a wide variety of applications and gave the directi
on for further development. 
A significant progress has been achieved in the field of real 
time helicopter simulation. State of the art is now a blade 
element rotor model with blade degrees of freedom but the 
classical aerodynamic formulation still remains. (2) 1 (3) 
For the present purpose a new twodimensional model (4) 1 (5) was 
presented to describe the aerodynamic forces and moments of a 
rotor blade. Special emphasis was given to unsteady effects. 
In the present investigation the model was extended to include 
the steady and unsteady threedimensional influence. The objec
tives were to use simple theory if available and empirical pa
rameters with physical background. Analytical expressions were 
necessary to obtain exact integration in radial blade directi
on. 
First of all the third component of the freestream velocity 
was investigated. Critical review of steady and unsteady swept 
wing experiments results in the nonvalidity of the well known 
independence principle for the helicopter case. This fact 
leads to a steady sweep model which accounts for the viscous 
effects of yawed flow. One is the delay of stall to higher an
gles of attack the other a decrease of lift curve slope. This 
behaviour is referred to the plane normal to the leading edge. 
Till now experiments were performed with constant sweep and 
oscillating angle of attack but not reverse. Yawed flow is ne
ver steady on a helicopter rotor and therefore the unsteady 
viscous sweep effect alters the simultaneous ongoing dynamic 
stall behaviour. A preliminary model was presented to simulate 
this effect. 

Next the finite length of a rotor blade is considered. The 
circulation is reduced to zero at the tip and the root of the 
blade. A sheet of trailed vorticity reduces the angle of at
tack and consequently the circulation. A continuous reduction 
function gives appropriate results for different load distri
butions and aspect ratios. 
Parameters of the whole aerodynamic model are formulated as 
low order functions of the radial coordinate. Analytical in
tegration is obtained and supported by the modular structure 
and the superposition principle. 
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2. Definition Of The Problem 

The coordinate system of the present method is cartesian 
in contrast to the classical formulation of sectional aero
dynamics. This convenient assumption is shown in Fig.1. 

X 

z 

pitch 

Fig.1 Rotor blade coordinates and types of motion 

The general purpose of the method is to obtain the total aero
dynamic forces and moments in the origin of the coordinate 
system. 

= 

The generalized nondimensional aerodynamic coefficients c. de-
pend in the steady case only on the velocities. L 

ci steady= f(x,y,z) 

The accelerations are necessary in the unsteady case. The cor
responding motions are fore and aft, yaw, heave or plunge and 
pitch. 

ci unsteady 
.. 

·· ·· " dz = f(x,y,z,-·x) 
dx 

The similarity parameters for compressibility, viscosity and 
unsteadiness are: 
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Trigonometric functions are not necessary to define angles of 
attack or yaw. The flow components due to different origin can 
be coupled directly by summation. 

3. Critical Review Of Swept Wing Experiments 

The extension of the existing twodimensional aerodynamic 
model starts with the consideration of the third flow compo
nent normal to the blade element plane. In the following only 
the lift or normal force coefficient is investigated. 
If classical potential flow theory is applied there exists no 
influence. It is the well known independence principle. In re
al viscous flows a significant change of stall behaviour oc
curs but the linear aerodynamic regime seems to be unchanged. 
The reason of discussing the well established independence 
principle below stall are the fundamental experiments of St. 
Hilaire et al. (6), (7): These experiments with oscillating 
swept wings show an unknown effect as illustrated in Fig.2. 

UTRC MWT 

1 

-cp=Oo 
----¢ = 30 ° 

0 

-1 c/.. 
-80 00 ao 16° 24° 

Fig.2 Curve slope drop effect at oscillating swept wing up-
strokes 

The upstrokes of the hystereses loops give lower c 1 values in 
the swept wing case than in the unswept one. 
A critical look at the full hystereses loops as presented in 
Fig.3 indicates two other differences. Swept wing hystereses 
are smaller than unswept and reach higher lift coefficients du
ring the cycle. These differences are due to the steady influ
ence of sweep. Stall onset occurs at higher angles of attack 
and therefore the hysteresis is smaller and the nonstalled 
lift range is extended. 
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cP = 00 cP = 30° 

1 

-1 -1~--~------------~ 
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NACA 0012 UTRC MWT Me= 0.3 r:f.. = 8° k = 0.05 

¢= 30° 
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-8 0 8 16 r;~.•24 -8 0 8 16 r~..· 24 

NACA 0012 UTRC MWT Me= 0.3 
- 0 
r::/..=8 k=0.1 

Fig.3 Swept and unswept oscillating wings (7) 

However a drift of the measurement can be seen more detailed 
in Fig.4. The profile NACA 0012 is symmetric and consequently 
the hysteresis has to be symmetric for a mean angle of zero 
degrees. The magnitude of this drift should be considered 
carefully when analyzing new effects. 
The next logical step is to look in detail at the steady dif
ference between swept and unswept wings in the range of the 
classical independence principle. Fig.5 gives a light trend 
that steady swept wing lift curve slopes are below the unswept 
ones. The UTRC experiments were performed in the midspan of 
the wing. Is that the best location for the swept wing case? 
The old measurement of Dannenberg (8) contains different span
wise locations where pressur~ transducers were mounted. Indeed 
a strong lift variation exists in spanwise direction. 
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Fig.4 Measurement drift UTRC MWT (7) 
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Fig.S Steady difference between swept and unswept wings (7) 

Following Fig.6 the inner 50 percent of the windtunnel were 
wall interference free. The corresponding lift curve slopes 
vary in the same magnitude as illustrated in Fig.2. To prove 
this result the wings of both investigations are compared in 
Fig.7. It should be noted that all corrections were removed 
for consistency with the uncorrected unsteady data of St.Hi
laire et al. ( 6) , ( 7) 
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all measurement data uncorrected 
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Fig.6 Spanwise trend of swept wing lift ( 8) 
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Fig.7 Comparison of windtunnels 

The spanwise variation is as
sumed to be proportional to: 

A I cos 2~ 

In the present case the ratio 
Ames versus UTRC wind tunnel 
is one and hence the two ex
periments are supposed to be 
comparable in spanwise lift 
variation. 

If the steady lift curve slo
pe of the swept wing UTRC me
asurement (7) is corrected on 
this basis the upstrokes of 
the hystereses coincide with 
the steady curve. The indepen
dence of the upstroke slope 
on reduced frequency supports 
the interpretation that this 
new effect is just a steady 
one. It is recommended to per
form steady swept wing experi
ments about 25 percent span 
where spanwise flow is small 

and no major wall effects occur. A low frequency unsteady swept 
wing experiment is the other pospibility to obtain the equiva
lent steady behaviour. The statement of Wilby (9) that dynamic 
tests are needed to evaluate true steady stall incidence is 
then valid as well in the present case. 
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4. Steady Sweep Model 

Till now the investigators of the oscillating swept wing 
experiments St. Hilaire and Carta (10), (11) did not present a 
model which accounts for the new swept wing effect. Therefore 
the existing twodimensional model (4) was extended. Two visco
us effects exist. The well known stall delay is shown in Fig.B. 

cl 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 
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0 
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/ 
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Fig.B Stall delay of swept wings from (12) 

" 
c:/...0 90 

The experiments were done by Purser and Spearman (12) on a ya
wed rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6. The data were reduced 
for comparison with the separated and attached flow limits. (5) 
The effect is modelled through movement of the maximum circu
lation point. 

AM 
zss 

• 2 
= c1 Y. (y) 

The new lift curve slope drop effect is not indicated by the 
experiment. The chosen aspect ratio just fulfills the indepen
dence principle and is not a proof of the generality. However 
the measurement (12) results in higher lift curve slopes for 
lower aspect ratios and vice versa. Hence the effect is con
sider.ed empirically in the following form: 

3 
Mzss·Css r+.= (M ±M JZM ·C +c.,)y)~ 

z zss zss ss ... , 
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so the lift curve slope decreases with increasing sweep angle 
or yawed velocity and the shape of the curve is more rounded. 
The coefficient c 2 is evaluated from unsteady experiments. (7) 
The further Y simulation of swept oscillating airfoils 
is based on the unswept case and causes no problems. 

5. The Impact Of Unsteady Sweep 

The radial flow effects on rotor blades were well review
ed by Harris (13). Dwyer(14) and Me Croskey (15) gave more de
tails about boundary layers on rotating blades. Yet applicati
on beyond the independence principle is poor. Gormont(16)com
bined the improved engineering formulation of Harris with a 
fundamental blade stall model. Gangwani (17) reconstructed the 
UTRC oscillating swept wing data without analyzing the mecha
nisms involved. The recently formulated unified aerodynamic 
model of Peters, (18Y based on ONERA work, does not include any 
sweep. 
No model exists which considers the unsteady sweep. Fig.9 il
lustrates the sweep angle variation during one cycle for dif
ferent radial stations in forward flight. 

r /R =· 

--0.8 
.........___, 0.6 

u:0.33 04 • r . 
-45'~----~------~----~~==~~ 

o• go• 1ao• 210" 360" 'l' 

Fig.9 Sweep angle variation for different radial stations 

The instantaneous radial flow component is only effective for 
a short period. Consequently the influence on the boundary 
layer is not fully developed. Fig.10 shows the impact of un
steady sweep compared with the quasisteady sweep assumption 
of Harris. (13) The remaining stall area on heavily loaded ro
tors moves to higher azimuth angles. The unsteady sweep influ
ence interacting with the blade stall must be simulated to 
improve the understanding of the entirely unsteady rotor. 
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sta II with radial flow{13) 

clossical stall 

stall with unsteady sweep t' = o• 

Fig.10 Influence of unsteady sweep on stall behaviour 

6. Unsteady Sweep Model 
The need of a simple preliminary unsteady sweep simulati

on modelis due to the nonexistence of experiments. The steady 
sweep model of the present investigation utilizes the yaw ve
locity y instead of sweep angle o/ • Hence the variation of ~ 
is almost harmonic. Fig.11 shows the typical delay behaviour. 
If y or f is positive,the unsteady sweep curve lays below the 
steady one and vice versa. This law is presented in the form 
of the other viscous unsteady effects as described in Ref. (4). 

The empirical parameters c and cy45 need to be identified 
through future experiments¥ 
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----- unsteady sweep 

with steady 
sweep 

Fig.11 Unsteady sweep delay model 

7. 3-D Effects Of The Finite Rotor Blade 

Up to this point all steady and unsteady effects were 
considered at an element of the infinite rotor blade. At the 
real rotor blade tip and root the circulation decreases to ze
ro. The common approach to these tip losses (19) is just a re
duced blade length even within a highly advanced rotor analy
sis. (1) Only Harris et al. (20) prefer a linear lift decrease 
from a certain distance of the tip to zero at the tip. 
The nonuniform spanwise circulation distribution and the 
strong tip gradient leads to a highly nonlinear trailing vor
tex sheet. The objective of the present investigation is to 
represent the tip loss and the solution of the complex inte
gral equation associated with the vortex induced velocity, by 
a simple function. 
Fig.12 shows the results of different methods for a constant 
and triangular twodimensional circulation distribution on a 
rectangular wing. The lifting line results of (21) are compa
red with more advanced theories from Nagner(22) and Urban(23) 
to consider the deviation trend in the new simple function. 
The generalization of the geometry and load dependent 3-D 
influence is shown in Fig.13. The ratio of 3-D versus 2-D lift 
coefficient is used to model simultaneous the spanwise load 
and aspect ratio effects. The triangular circulation distribu
tion, typical for helicopter rotors, results in almost the sa
me reduction factor than for the constant circulation case. 
The difference at midspan arises through the double triangular 
load of Ref. (21) and is not existent at a single rotor blade. 
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Fig.12 3-D influence on spanwise loading 
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I 
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0.5 

lifting line (21) 
present model 

y 1.0 

0.0 0.5 y 1.0 0 10 A 20 

Fig.13 Comparison of the present model with theory 

The following function leads to the appropriate simulation re
sults of Fig.13. 

= 

= 1 + 1/21\. 

This function is continuous and can be extended to unsteadiness 
for future. It should be noted that the rolled up trailing vor
tex sheet interacts with the blade at subsequent revolutions 
and is not included in the present model. 
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8. Analytical Integration Of Radial Loads 

The total forces and moments of a rotor blade are normal
ly obtained by numerical integration of the local blade ele
ment loads. The result depends on the appropriate choice of 
the number and location of blade elements especially when un
steady effects are involved. Further algorithms and logical de
cisions need computation time. Consequently analytical radial 
integration is introduced to avoid these disadvantages and to 
derive a general solution. 
First of all velocity and acceleration components of the rigid 
blade depend on the y coordinate as follows: 

x,x=f!yl 

The quadratic term of the.normal component z is due to twist. 
Now the local blade loads can be written in terms of y. Fig.14 
shows the typical integral over the dimensionless blade length. 

separated separated attached vortex 

dis placement circulatory circulatory effects 

F= apparent ci rcu lat ion circulation vortex dy 
I + + + 

mass lag lag proximity 

unsteady 

viscous 

y= 0 

Fig.14 Integration of steady and unsteady blade loads 

The upper lines are the superimposed steady effects, the lower 
lines represent the equivalent unsteady flow phenomenas. The 
different terms can be integrated separately. This paper inclu
des only explicit integration of the representative attached 
circulatory flow formula. The other terms are similar or tri
vial and therefore not presented. 
The positive or negative circulation function (see Ref.4) is of 
the following degree: 

1:,- = 
2 2 2 2 (z- f(x,x )) + f(x,x) 
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The key fraction in terms of the integration variable is then 

J 4 3 y + b•y 

f(yn) 

2 + c·y + d·y + e 

dy 

The denominator equation of fourth degree consists of two con
jugate complex roots 

where: 

2 I 
- 12e - c I 

•COS 

3 

h = l/ag + b 2 -4c 

dy 

+ t) • (y2 + y·u + v) 

~
86·(eb 2+d2 ) -18c·(9bd+72e-2c

2J 
arccos 

22'\/ 21' (3bd-12e-c) ·yj3bd-12e-c 

3 

s = (b + h)/2 t = g + (bg - d)/h 

u = (b - h)/2 v = g - (bg- d)/h 

Now the fraction of fourth degree can be transformed in two 
fractions of second degree which are easy to integrate. On this 
basis the whole simulation model consists of fractions with de
nominators of second degree or lower. The contributipn of un
steady viscous effects is limited to the same functional degree 
as shown above. 

9. Application For Future Real Time Simulation 

The significant progress of computers is one factor for 
use of more extensive real time simulation mathematical models. 
Nevertheless the other advance should come from the mathemati
cal model itself. The present model is designed to be a contri-
bution to this special topic. · 
Fig.15 shows the simple structure of parallel evaluation of 
mass and aerodynamic forces and moments. The input velocities 
and accelerations of the aerodynamic module can be used direct
ly without transformation in an aerodynamic coordinate system. 
The present formulation is highly appropriate for parallel pro
cessing. The same basic structure is used for all rotor blades, 
tail plane or wing. The continuous representation of the aero
dynamic behaviour should help to avoid divergency in the simu
lation process. Saving logical decisions the synchronization 
of the numerous processors can be done more effective. 
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.-------iEQUATIONS OF MOTIONr--------, 

MASS 

ROTOR i) BLADE ij TAIL PLANE WING 

Fig.15 Application of the general aerodynamic module 

10. Conclusions 

A general formulation has been developed to describe the 
aerodynamic forces and moments of a threedimensional rotor bla
de in steady and unsteady, separated and attached flow. The 
major findings are: 
1) The modular structure of a 2-D model allows consistent ex

tension to 3-D. 

2) Simple theories and empirical parameters with physical con
tent replace complex numerical methods. 

3) Simulation of heavy loaded rotors requires a simple model of 
all unsteady viscous effects. 

4) Analytical expressions allow subsequent optimization studies. 

5) Fixed blade elements are no longer necessary. 

6) Application for real time simulation indicates substantial 
improvement. 

7) Unsteady sweep experiments are necessary to verify and im
prove the preliminary model. 

8) Vortex interaction problem should be included for future. 
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